PŘÍKAZ K ZACHOVÁNÍ LETOVÉ ZPŮSOBILOSTI
CAAAD062/2001
Datum vydání: 12. července 2001
LETADLO  PŘEDNÍ UZEL UCHYCENÍ MOTORU (ATA 10, 71)  ZMĚNA LHŮTY
Týká se: letadel AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A310 a A300600 vybavených motorem PRATT &
WHITNEY, jak je následně uvedeno:
A310221 (PW JT9D7R4D1)
A310222 (PW JT9D7R4E1)
A310322 (PW JT9D7R4E1)
A310324 (PW 4152)
A310325 (PW 4156A)

A300 B4620 (PW JT9D7R4H1)
A300 C4620 (PW JT9D7R4H1)
A300 B4622 (PW 4158)
A300 B4622R (PW 4158)
A300 F4622R (PW 4158)

Datum účinnosti: 06. září 2001
Provést v termínech: Jak je popsáno v DGAC AD 2001264(B), od data účinnosti tohoto PZZ.
Postup provedení prací: Dle DGAC AD 2001264(B) (příloha tohoto PZZ).
Poznámky: Provedení tohoto PZZ musí být zapsáno do letadlové knihy. Případné dotazy týkající se tohoto PZZ adresujte na ÚCL
technický inspektorát  Ing. Toman. Pokud to vyžaduje povaha tohoto PZZ, musí být zapracován do příslušné části dokumentace pro
obsluhu, údržbu a opravy letadla. Tento PZZ byl vypracován na základě DGAC AD 2001264(B).

Ing. Pavel MATOUŠEK
Ředitel technického inspektorátu
Úřad pro civilní letectví
DGAC AD No.: 2001264(B)
AIRBUS INDUSTRIE
A310 and A300600 aircraft
PRATT & WHITNEY forward engine mount (ATA 10, 71)
APPLICABILITY:
AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A310 and A300600 aircraft equipped with PRATT & WHITNEY engines, as follows:
A310221 (PW JT9D7R4D1)
A310222 (PW JT9D7R4E1)
A310322 (PW JT9D7R4E1)
A310324 (PW 4152)
A310325 (PW 4156A)

A300 B4620 (PW JT9D7R4H1)
A300 C4620 (PW JT9D7R4H1)
A300 B4622 (PW 4158)
A300 B4622R (PW 4158)
A300 F4622R (PW 4158)

REASONS:
A recent review of life limited part lists showed that some life limit values had to be reduced.
The concerned parts are located in the PRATT & WHITNEY forward engine mount.
ACTIONS:
In order to prevent any rupture of the engine mount at life values lower than the limit values specified in chapter 05 of the

A310 Aircraft Maintenance Manual (AMM 05) and in section 91 of A300600 MPD, the following measures are
rendered mandatory on the effective date of this Airworthiness Directive (AD):
1) Main beams having P/N 22140051 (assembly P/N 2214005501):
AMM 05 revision 13 of the A310 indicates a limit of 40,000 flight cycles for these parts.
This limitation has been maintained for A310221, A310222, A310322 and A310324 (PW 4152) but has been reduced
to 20,000 flight cycles for A310325 (PW 4156A).
For the A300600s, the limit indicated in section 91 Revision 00 of the A300600 MPD remains unchanged, i.e. 20,000
flight cycles.
For beams having P/N 22140051 which have been used both in one or several configurations limited to 40,000 flight
cycles and in one or several configurations limited to 20,000 flight cycles, calculate the remaining life potential in the
present configuration (i) using the following formula:

where:
Tri = remaining flight cycles for configuration i (present configuration).
Caj = flight cycles accumulated on previous configuration(s) j.
Cpj = life limitation (in flight cycles) in previous configuration(s) j.
Cpi = life limitation (in flight cycles) in present configuration i.

Calculated total life potential =

( ? Ca j + Tr i )

After this calculation if the flight cycles accumulated by the part exceed the calculated total life potential, replace the
beam. If the flight cycles accumulated by the part do not exceed the calculated total life potential, plan to replace the
beam in order to comply with the calculated total life potential.
These calculations are required every time a part is moved from an installation to another having different limit values
quoted in the AMM chapter 05/MPD section 91.
2) Cross beams having P/N 22102425 (assembly P/N 2210242501):
In order to clarify the situation concerning the life limits for these beams, it is reminded that the beams can only be
installed on:
 the A310324 (PW 4152), and
 the A310 and A300600 equipped with PW JT9D7R4 engines.
AMM 05 Revision 13 of the A310 does not indicate any limit for these parts when they are installed on the A310324.
This AD introduces the 40,000 flight cycle limit for this configuration. The 40,000 flight cycle limit remains unchanged
(in accordance with AMM 05 Revision 13) for A310221, A310222 and A310322.
For A300600s the limit given in section 91 Revision 00 of the A300600 MPD remains unchanged, i.e. 20,000 flight
cycles.
For beams having P/N 22102425 which have been used both in one or several configurations limited to 40,000 flight
cycles and in one or several configurations limited to 20,000 flight cycles, calculate the remaining life potential in the
present configuration (i) using the formula of paragraph 1 of this AD.
After this calculation, if the flight cycles accumulated by the part exceed the calculated total life potential, replace the

beam. If the flight cycles accumulated by the part do not exceed the calculated total life potential, plan to replace the
beam in order to comply with the calculated total life potential.
These calculations are required every time a part is moved from an installation to another having different limit values
quoted in the AMM chapter 05/MPD section 91.
Note: The provisions of this AD will be the subject of a revision of A310 AMM 05.
It is reminded that for life limited parts (according to AMM chapter 05 or section 91 of MPD), a followup of the times
accumulated (flight hours, flight cycles, landings ....) since their origin is required.
REF.: A310 AMM chapter 05 Revision 13 dated February 27,1998.
A300600 MPD section 09 Revision 00 dated June 30, 2000.
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 07, 2001

